
advanced Development  
of Engineering Education  
in russia

development of engineering 
education is one of the main bases of 
modernization in our country focused 
on unity and progressive development 
of russia.

 in due course the President of 
russia d.a. Medvedev called moderni-
zation «an issue of survival of our coun-
try in the modern World». He pointed 
out: “We need to modernize our produc-
tion, our industry, we should introduce 
new technology, use new materials, 
involve specialists, teach our engineers 
better, search for foreign specialists who 
would assist in modernization”. (News-
paper «Izvestia», 2010, №169, p.3 of 
13, September)

the necessity of modernization 
in our country is conditioned by many 
objective causes: run-out of soviet 
economy reconstruction, necessity of 
renewal and creation of new efficient 
economy for advanced development of 
the country, transition to the civilized 
way of development without criminal-
ity, corruption, based on single laws 
for every citizen, further development 

of democratization, formation of lead-
ing World country from russia etc. in 
general the finite goal of the country’s 
modernization is to increase in life qual-
ity of every russian [1-3].

By modernization of the country 
russians mean different points: equality 
of all before law (41%), tough corruption 
fighting (38%), social justice (31%), ef-
ficient innovative economy (24%), force 
and mighty of the country (21%), revival 
of the russian traditions (14%), new 
opportunities for commercial activity 
and competition (12%) and democracy 
enhancement (7%). in general, they are 
all right since modernization involves 
renewal of all spheres of society. there-
fore, the country’s modernization is 
vital.

Modernization is characterized by 
the level of education and technological 
level.

according to the level of educa-
tion before 1991, in terms of uno 
data, soviet education made the top 
three educations in the world, but after 
adoption of English-american two-level 
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education system with usE our country 
took the 66-th place in the world in 
2011 – dropped approximately 30 times 
and continues to decrease.

in terms of engineering level ac-
cording to the data of uno, our country 
took the 62-nd place in the world in 
2011 (between costa-rica and Pakistan) 
[1].

in the given period progressive de-
velopment of our country is performed 
in two types of modernization: following 
and advanced [4]1, properties of which 
are the following:

1. Following modernization – us-
ing contemporary foreign technologies 
characterized by yesterday level of 
development passed off as “new”.

liquidation of great soviet 
education, completely free at all 
levels and introduction instead 
of it expensive English-american 
system of education with its usE 
crossword solution system and 
degrees: Master, Bachelor, and 
specialist;
application of international 
standards for the following 
economy;
low development of domestic 
technologies with «enhanced» 
standard indicators;
introduction of market-kickback 
economy with money paradigm 
(money at all costs, getting money 
from everything);
absence of progressive tax 
system focused on the efficient 
development of our country;
outpouring of money into foreign 
«saving fund» and offshore that 
will never return to russia but 
remain abroad through the bank 
bankruptcy;
insufficient development level 
of engineering education and 
reluctance of engineers to be hired 
by employers who need neither 















education nor science, but only 
money.
as a result they consider that one 

need not develop new technologies, but 
it is cheaper to buy them abroad with 
kickback. such a following moderniza-
tion presents only temporary «patches» 
on the engineering development of our 
country. therefore, russia needs the 
advanced modernization.

2. advanced modernization 
means creation of newest high technol-
ogies advancing the contemporary level 
of country’s development and directed 
at integrity and progressive develop-
ment of russia:

creation of the world best 
education in russia based on the 
domestic and foreign experience, 
fully free at all levels;
rebirth of the distinguished title 
of a russian engineer – a base 
for advanced modernization, 
combining efficiently engineering 
and humanitarian disciplines with 
awareness and intellect higher than 
foreign masters, bachelors and 
engineers;
development of russian standards, 
indicators of which exceed the 
international standards necessary 
for advanced modernization;
introduction of efficient plan-
market economy with progressive 
tax system and replacement of 
money paradigm into intelligent 
paradigm – all for unity and 
progressive development of russia;
investment of finance not aboard, 
but only to the central Bank of 
russia for progressive development 
of the country.

as a result it is necessary to create 
a harmonic unity of education-science-
engineering:

strengthening of unity of the 
russian science academy 
subordinate directly only to the 













1 Note: The word «industrialization» in the article [5] is likely to be replaced by the word “modernization” 
in the given work, as it suggests renewal of the whole country in its progressive development. To modernize means 
to make modern, change in terms of contemporary requirements absolutely everything: technologies, equipment, 
agriculture, life-style, thinking etc.
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President of the country and not 
accessible for different official 
clerks who are very far from 
education and science with money 
paradigm; 
restoration of branch science 
involved in introduction of 
academic science and performing 
the advanced modernization at the 
patent level;
moral and finance stimulation of 
development and introduction 
of latest technologies with high 
degree of customer’s use.

it is just advanced modernization 
of the country that would provide its 
strength and progressive development.

as a result one needs to assist the 
President of russia in increasing the life 
quality of russians, but not opposing 
and consolidating stupidly wasting time 
and nerves absolutely uselessly.

Modernization begins with educa-
tion including increase in the level of en-
gineering education that means increase 
in the level of knowledge and intelli-
gence [3]. therefore, it means formation 
of harmonic combination of engineering 
and humanitarian knowledge at all levels 
of education.

Engineering education in russia is 
more than 300 year old. at first Peter i 
established  “the school of Mathemati-
cal and navigation sciences” supported 
by the state and focused on develop-
ment of engineering education. then 
in 1773 Ekaterina ii founded the first 
in russia higher engineering university 
in saint-Petersburg (Mining institute). 
Hereafter two universities were opened: 
Moscow state technological university 
named after n.E. Bauman, the leading 
one in the russian education and tomsk 
technological institute – the first in the 
asian part of russia engineering insti-
tution, now national research tomsk 
Polytechnic university which is 110 
year old now [5]. Engineering education 
in russia was successfully developing 
especially in the soviet period contrib-
uting greatly to the economy of our 
country.





let us recall the history of our 
country. thus, in 1917-18 when there 
was complete ruin in the country, the 
private property was appropriated in the 
economy, there was lack of food and 
clothes, and there was high illiteracy in 
the country, V.i. lenin despite his nu-
merous disadvantages, put forward two 
great decisive ideas:

1. “learn, learn, and again learn”. 
that is it is necessary to start the pro-
gressive development of russia with 
increase in education level – a sum of 
knowledge and intelligence. Education 
for everybody was introduced, schools, 
institutes, universities were built. Every-
one understood that if the education of 
people was not extending, no progres-
sive development of the country could 
be achieved.

let us imagine that instead of V.i. 
lenin some modern magnate would 
have come to power (people call them 
pushers, in old style – representatives 
of bourgeoisie) and have said to give 
up learning, and just earn money in 
any way. it is difficult to imagine what 
colony our country would have become.

2. the main force that had to 
develop industry and agriculture pro-
gressively was energy industry, namely, 
electromagnetic energy. therefore, the 
plan goElro was adopted – a base 
of russian development. actually, only 
electrification of the entire country made 
russia one of the leading countries in 
the world.

these two fundamental ideas – 
extension of education and develop-
ment of energy industry were primary, 
urgent, and essential even in our time 
for successful progressive development 
of russia. However, they are in sharp 
contradiction with the american concept 
of russia’s existence.

the developed «national doctrine 
of Engineering Education of russia» is 
certain to be the most important positive 
step on its way of progressive develop-
ment, but it is characterized by the lack 
of juridical bases.

Hence, new “law of russian Edu-
cation” is crucial nowadays that reflects 
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a sufficient increase in the level of engi-
neering education in our country [6].

“law of russian Education” is 
expected to include the following state-
ments.

1. it is necessary to rebirth the 
social status and prestige of teachers, 
and the word teacher should be written 
with capital letter with all that it implies. 
for this purpose, for example, one must 
increase sharply 2-5 times teachers’ 
salary, particularly, in rural area it should 
be more than in cities.

in our country teachers are to be 
the richest people, because they give 
their lives to others; live for the sake of 
others, but not for the sake of accounts 
in offshore.

2. Education in russia should be 
continuous and constant: from the lower 
level – infant school, smoothly transmit-
ting to kindergarten, then – to school 
with division into work, vocational (col-
leges) and higher (universities). further 
education for those who wish is post-
graduate course, doctorate course, and 
academic course – in fact, limitless. Eve-
rybody has to learn including a teacher 
at the modern refresher upgrade courses 
with involvement of russian academy of 
sciences (ras).

3. continuous education should 
be a harmonic unity of learning and 
work. it is ultimately necessary to learn 
and work continuously in different com-
binations and volumes depending on the 
age of a person. figuratively speaking, 
a person has to learn and work from the 
first to the last breath.

4. study presents an increase in 
awareness of newest natural-engineering 
and humanitarian sciences in their har-
monic unity. it is just unity of natural-en-
gineering and humanitarian knowledge 
provides increase in human intellect – a 
base for progressive development of our 
country. Engineering knowledge is to 
be combined with the objective outlook 
– humanitarian knowledge.

Hence, engineering and humani-
tarian knowledge is the one whole.

5. complete contemporary 
infrastructure of the entire education: 
computerization with use of artificial 

intellect software, internet, up-to-date 
informatics, newest basic and optional 
manuals in engineering and humanitar-
ian sciences, construction of modern 
infant schools, kindergartens, schools, 
colleges, universities and other educa-
tional institutions.

russian education is based on 
information technologies.

6. russian education at all levels 
from the bottom to the top is to be com-
pletely free, financed 50% from the state 
budget and 50% - from the local one, 
since fee-based education prevents from 
progressive development of our coun-
try and contradicts the rf constitution 
(article 43).

in the newspaper «nauka urala» 
(science of ural) (2010, №16, p.3) it is 
pointed out: “the growth of fee-based 
education share leads to further differen-
tiation of society and again – to retarda-
tion of knowledge and industry”. Hence, 
one needs liquidation of fee-based 
education.

7. university entrance is to be 
absolutely free – everyone who wishes 
can enter a university freely. the only 
criterion for one’s entrance is his/her 
level of knowledge. admission com-
mittee defines only an entrant’s level of 
knowledge without taking into account 
his/her awards and achievements.

all entrant’s awards and catego-
ries: medals, olympiad prizes, special 
purpose entrants, magnate’s children 
etc. are of no significance for admission 
committee – the only important funda-
mental criterion is an entrant’s knowl-
edge level. Entrant’s achievements serve 
for him/her as a means for increasing the 
level of knowledge that is defined by the 
admission committee.

details: any entrant is to apply 
the documents for the university human 
resource department and is given an 
application certificate. He/she passes 
exams in admission committee with 
this certificate. Exam papers on each 
discipline are not kept away, but are 
put on the internet approximately a 
year before exam date (about 100 exam 
papers on each subject with systematic 
presentation of knowledge for everyone 
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to have access and prepare on his/her 
own. Entrant takes a ball from a rotating 
drum at admission committee, opens it 
and announces the paper number, takes 
a notebook, opens exam paper and 
prepares for exam. admission committee 
has no problems with the exam papers. 
content of papers is changed once a 
year after finishing student’s accept-
ance. at the university entrance exams 
entrants should not have mobile phones. 
if admission committee finds out some 
cheating or an entrant goes out from the 
room under some pretext, his exam pa-
per is changed into a new one – so, one 
need not spy entrants. in this case it is 
absolutely forbidden to blitz the entrants 
from exam, but change their papers that 
will allow committee to achieve the 
main goal – to assess every entrant’s 
knowledge objectively.

assessment of knowledge level at 
all stages is made using 5-point scale, 
which reflects it in the most objective 
way. 10-point, 100-point scales etc. of 
knowledge assessment are not reason-
able, as it is the same as to measure the 
distance from the Earth to the Moon in 
millimeters.

such a free entrance system in 
universities is the most efficient one, not 
requiring capital inputs, simple, entirely 
excluding corruption, and, as a result, 
permitting for students’ acceptance to 
university only with high knowledge 
level which is necessary for universities.

one must abandon compulsory 
university graduate’s assignment, partic-
ularly special-purpose students. during 
the first year study students are to find 
several future positions by themselves. 
it would permit them to learn purpose-
fully, besides common core universities 
are to stimulate student’s attendance 
extra lectures, courses, practical classes 
in their university and other. Because in 
future education will be completely free, 
that will permit for intensification of 
engineering education additionally.

8. Engineering universities of our 
country would train, as it was before, 
highly qualified russian engineers with 
harmonic unity of engineering and 
humanitarian knowledge, since only 

russian engineers are a base for mod-
ernization of our country’s economy.

the number of engineers, techni-
cians, and workers is determined not by 
employers, but modernization demands. 
it is conditioned by the fact that in our 
country only forced modernization with 
the help of government is possible by 
means of introducing progressive tax 
system, but voluntary modernization is 
virtually unlikely.

country’s modernization is neces-
sary to start with modernization of con-
scious (mind) and only after that one can 
turn to modernization of economy.

it is impossible to cover all numer-
ous issues of “the law of russian Educa-
tion”. therefore, the order of its design 
and adoption is given below.

1. first, special software «the law 
of russian Education» is to be developed 
that includes all positive points achieved 
in the education of our country and 
abroad with their objective analysis and 
necessary calculations.

2. Based on the software the 
project «the law of russian Education» 
is to be designed and written in a clear, 
simple language understandable to eve-
ryone. 

3. the project of the law is 
brought up for discussion to introduce 
corrections and additions. only after 
this the first draft of the law is devel-
oped that is given to the President and 
government for discussion, follow-on 
revision, adoption in its finite version.

4. supervisor and designer of “the 
law of russian Education” is the russian 
Education committee with participation 
of the russian academy of sciences.

such an order of design and adop-
tion of the law is grounded and efficient.

it is necessary to warn that devel-
opment and adoption of «the law of 
russian Education» will stir up the op-
position and get a negative feedback on 
the part of strongly formed joint: clerks, 
KgB, magnates, criminals, and an army 
of “buy-sell” dealers. since the given 
law contradicts the american concept 
of russia’s development, President, 
government, and discussion of the law 
by people are our white hope. 
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it should be repeated that “the 
Euro-repair in education” with its two-
level system and usE are sure to be 
abandoned, the loss to be calculated 
including legislative one and one needs 
to transfer to the russian education – the 
highest and best in the world. such an 
education is a base for successful devel-
opment of russia.

the finite goal of the russian 
engineering education is formation of 
a Human being with a capital letter, 
progressively developing and living in 
harmony with the nature, society, and 
himself. russian engineers are a ground 
for modernization of our country and its 
progressive development.

Conclusions

1. it is necessary to increase the 
level of education in russia and occupy 
again one of the leading places in the 
world in this sphere.

2. to increase the education level 
one must stop «the euro-repair in educa-
tion» and start the development and 
adoption of “the law of russian Educa-
tion” including all positive experience 
both in the country and abroad.

3. the order of development and 
adoption of the law is the following: 
first the law software is developed, then 
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the law project is designed, brought up 
for discussion, reviewed and given to 
the President and government.

4. “the law of russian Educa-
tion” is developed by the russian 
Education committee with participation 
of the russian academy of sciences.

5. “the law of russian Edu-
cation” is necessary and urgent for 
successful progressive development of 
russia. such a law will be just, objec-
tive, and fully correspond to the basic 
statements of materialistic dialectics, 
i.e. scientifically grounded [1].

thus, progressive development 
of engineering education in russia is 
based on training of highly educated 
engineers with harmonic unity of engi-
neering and humanitarian sciences, high 
level of knowledge and intellect. the 
sense of engineers consists in learning 
unknown and creation of uncreated on 
the basis of intellect paradigm – all is 
for strengthening the unity and progres-
sive development of russia.

* * *
ask any russian: “Would you like 

your children to get free education at 
all levels, the best in the world rus-
sian education?” 100% answer “YEs” 
is guaranteed – then “law of russian 
Education” should be adopted. this is a 
base of the truth.


